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An algebraic specification concept for modules in software engineering is introduced which 
includes, in addition to a parameter and body part, explicit import and export interfaces. This 
concept integrates the main ideas of parameterized specilications for abstract data types and 
the information-hiding concept required for modules in software engineering. The concept is 
carefully motivated and defined with formal syntax and semantics within the framework of 
algebraic specifications. The basic constructions for combining modules are compositlon, 
actualization, extension, and union of modules with shared submodules. In this paper, com- 
position and union are studied in detail. Both constructions are shown to be compositional. 
This means that the semantics of a combined module can be expressed in terms of the seman- 
tics of the components. To show the practical significance, specifications for the modules of an 
airport-schedule system and corresponding Ada packages are presented as an example. 
$3 1987 .Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Algebraic specification techniques for data types are well known and have been 
widely accepted for about ten years. The notion of abstract data types as for- 
mulated by Liskov and Zilles in [22] is closely related to that of modules in the 
sense of Parnas [26]. The essential feature of “information hiding” in both concepts 
has been reflected in different ways by various algebraic approaches. Best known is 
the concept of “hidden functions” studied first by Majster [23] and then more 
precisely by the AN-group [2]. Also the concepts of “obervability” and 
“behavioral abstraction” have been introduced to handle this problem (see [ 19, 7, 
20, 27-291). Goguen and Meseguer have proposed in [18] to use data types with 
an interface where all operations not occurring in the interface can be considered as 
hidden functions. This was certainly a first step towards a formal concept of 
modules. The concept of modules we are going to present in this paper has evolved 
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over the last eight years into its present form. The software engineering aspects of 
our concept are discussed in a joint paper of the second author with Weber (see 
[30]) based on his experience with this concept in a software engineering project at 
the University of Bremen starting in 1982. 
In this paper, we start to study the theoretical foundation of this module concept. 
Different parts of it were presented at the ZFZP Working Conference on “Formal 
Models in Programming” in Vienna (see [lS]) and at the TAPSOFT Conference 
in Berlin (see [6]). It is based on the concepts of parameterized specifications and 
parameter passing as introduced in [3, 141. 
A module specification MOD in our algebraic framework consists of four 
algebraic specifications, called parameter (PAR), export interface (EXP), import 
interface (IMP), and body (BOD), which are combined by inclusions or other 
specification morphisms in 
PAR ___f EXP 
MOD: 1 1 
IMP - BOD 
The semantics of MOD is a functor from import data types (IMP-algebras) to 
export data types (EXP-algebras). A module specification can be considered as an 
implementation of export by import data types, both sharing a common parameter 
data type (PAR-algebra). This is closely related to our implementation concept 
[13, 123. On the other hand, module specifications with PAR = IMP and 
EXP = BOD are just parameterized specifications (see [3, 141). Hence our module 
specification concept integrates the notions of parameterization, implementation, 
and information hiding. 
The intent is to allow computations to be specified on the data in an EXP- 
algebra by using the operations specified in EXP. No other (“hidden”) data or 
operations can be accessed from the export interface. For example, a stack module 
would provide exported operations such as push, pop, top to be applied to a 
parameter type, called Element say. Element occurs also in the IMP-algebra used to 
“implement” the stack operations, for example, pointer-arrays of Element. The 
pointer-array operations are “imported,” together with Element, from some other 
module’s export interface. However, we restrict the data in the export interface to 
those which are generated by the operations of the Element algebra and the expor- 
ted operations on stacks. For another related notion of implementation see [S]. 
Module-concepts have already been introduced into programming languages, 
notably Ada (as “packages”) Cl] and MODULA-2 (as “MODULES”) [31]. 
However, Ada package specifications are not algebraic, nor are MODULE 
specifications in MODULA-2. We shall give some examples of Ada packages in this 
paper for purposes of comparison with the module concept studied here. It will be 
evident that our module specification allows for greater abstraction while specifying 
enough of the semantics for both user and implementer. 
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We define four different mechanisms to combine and extend modules and module 
specifications: composition, actualization, extension, and union. Composing two 
modules means to match the import interface of one module with the export inter- 
face of another. Actualization means to actualize the common parameter part of the 
module so that the actual parameter operations are added to the import and export 
interface operations. Composition and actualization are both based on the well- 
known parameter passing techniques for parameterized specifications (see [3, 143). 
The extension construction is used to augment a given module specification, 
MODO, by additional sorts, operation-symbols, or equations in the parameter, 
export, import, or body part in such a way that we obtain a module specification 
MOD1 and that the semantics of MOD0 is a restriction of that of MODl. In this 
case MOD0 is called a submodule specification of MODl. Given two module 
specifications, MOD1 and MOD2, with shared submodule specification MODO, 
the union construction leads to a new specification MOD3, having submodule 
specifications MOD1 and MOD2 but only one copy of MODO. 
In Section 1 of this paper we present our concept of modules in more detail with 
an example of a module specification for an airport schedule system. Syntax and 
semantics of module specifications are studied in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we 
define the constructions of composition, actualization, extension, and union, 
including the main result concerning compositionality of the semantics. In Section 5 
we give a new version of our airport schedule system in terms of Ada packages. In 
the last section, we give an overview of further research concerning module 
specifications. In particular we discuss an extension of the basic algebraic approach 
in this paper (where axioms are equations or positive conditional equations) to the 
general case including higher order logical requirements for parameter, import, and 
export interfaces. Another important problem is to find suitable compatibility 
properties of our four basic constructions introduced in Sections 3 and 4. These 
compatibility problems will be studied in subsequent papers. 
1. CONCEPT OF MODULES 
In this section, we discuss the aims of the concept, the constituent parts of 
modules, and, as an example, some main parts of a modular specification of an air- 
port schedule system. A corresponding version in terms of Ada packages will be 
given in Section 5. 
1.1. Aim of the Module Concept 
The module concept was developed to enable the use of abstraction as the main 
structuring principle in all stages of the software development process. In order to 
serve in that respect, modules must be interconnectable in a flexible manner. The 
flexible interconnection of modules is achieved through their founding on a proper 
parameterization concept. Modules are, therefore, meant to materialize 
parameterized abstract data types [3] extended by import and export interfaces. 
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Based on these concepts, modules may be developed as self-contained entities that 
may be actual parameters in a number of parameterized abstract data types. In this 
way, they play the role of generic components of software systems that may be 
“reused” in different system contexts. This concept supports the following aims: 
- modifiability 
- reusability 
- concept hiding 
- information hiding 
- visibility 
- stepwise software development 
- subdivision of labor. 
In addition, our aim is to have a concept which includes a formal syntax and 
semantics such that all the advantages of formal specification techniques, including 
the possibility of correctness proofs and the use of software development tools, are 
available. 
1.2. Constituent Parts of Modules 
A module consists of four constituent parts: an export interface, a module body, 
an import interface and a common parameter part of the export and import inter- 
faces. 
1. Export Interface. The export interface is the visible part which must be 
known to use this module in connection with other modules. It allows three dif- 
ferent aspects of information hiding: 
(1) The export interface prevents a user from looking into the internal struc- 
ture of a module, i.e., the representation of data and the implementation of 
operations. 
(2) The export interface may also protect some of the operations that exist 
internally from their use from outside the module, i.e., it enables the existence of 
hidden function. 
(3) The export interface may also represent an application-specific hull to the 
generic body and import interface part of the module. As such, it may give access to 
only a subspace of the value space of the encapsuled state data and can be used to 
enforce application-dependent integrity constraints on the state data. Different 
export interfaces correspond to different views in the sense of database systems. 
2. Body. The body of the module is intended to define the construction of the 
export interface operations using the import interface operations and those of the 
parameter data type. For this purpose the body may contain auxiliary operations, 
called hidden functions, which do not belong to any other part of the module. 
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3. Import Interface. The import interface contains a number of formal 
parameters where each refers to one or a number of other modules which should be 
used as import. These formal parameter parts are combined into one specification 
which contains the signature (or declaration) of the operations to be imported but, 
in general, not the construction (i.e., semantics) of these operations. Some of their 
important properties, however, may be formulated by equations in the import inter- 
face. This feature of modules is especially suitable to support the stepwise develop- 
ment of software systems. It makes it possible to define in a module only the essen- 
tial parts depending on some formal import operations. The construction, and 
hence the semantics, of the import operations is given in other modules which will 
later serve as import of the given module as a result of the interconnection of the 
modular system. 
4. Parameter. The parameter is the common parameter part of the import and 
export interfaces. These are formal parameter parts which give some essential 
characteristics of the parameters of the entire modular system. In the final system, 
these parameters will be actualized to provide suitable user operations on these 
parameters. But the choice of these user operations may not be essential for the 
modules sharing this parameter. 
1.3. Module Interconnections 
The basic interconnections of modules are the following four constructions: com- 
position, actualization, extension, and union of modules. 
1. Composition. The composition of two modules, MOD1 and MOD2, con- 
nects the import interface of MOD2 with the export interface of MODl. The com- 
posite module, MOD2 * MODl, will have the same import interface as MODl, the 
same export interface and parameter part as MOD2, while the body of 
MOD2. MOD1 is given by the union of the corresponding parts in MOD1 and 
MOD2. 
2. Actualization. The parameter part of a module MOD can be actualized by a 
data type DAT or a parameterized data type PDAT. The actualized module 
act(PDAT, MOD) has the same parameter part as PDAT while its import, export, 
and body parts are given by the union of the body part of PDAT with the 
corresponding parts of MOD. 
In contrast to composition, actualization allows the addition of new operations 
(or other items) to export and import interfaces while composition inherits exactly 
the import of MOD1 and the export interface of MOD2. 
It seems to be less important but also reasonable to allow actualization of the 
parameter part by another module but we are not going to consider this more 
general case. 
3. Extension. The extension ext,(MOD) of a module MOD is the result of 
extending some or all constituent parts of a module by additional items, where E 
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denotes the collection of all extended items. This extension must not change the 
given module MOD which is assumed to become a submodule of ext.(MOD). 
This construction is very important to build up modules step by step, adding 
more and more operations. In contrast to composition and actualization, the exten- 
ded part E itself is, in general, not a module or a parameterized data type. This 
means that only the extended module ext.(MOD) but not the extended part E, will 
be a component of the modular system. 
4. Union. The union, MOD1 + Mo,,oMOD2, of two modules MOD1 and 
MOD2 with shared submodule MOD0 is exactly the module defined by the set 
theoretical union if MOD0 is equal to the intersection of MOD1 and MOD2. 
Otherwise, all those parts in the intersection of MOD1 and MOD2 which are not 
in MOD0 will be duplicated. In other words, MOD1 + MoDoMOD2 is the disjoint 
union of MOD1 and MOD2 where, however, the MOD0 parts of MOD1 and 
MOD2 are “glued together.” 
1.4. A Sample Speclyication: An Airport-Schedule System 
The aim of the airport-schedule system (APS-system) to be specified is an 
operation plan for the flight activities of an airport. Specifically we intend to build 
up and manipulate a flight schedule containing flight number (f# ), destination 
(dest) and start time (St-t) for all flights, and a plane schedule, containing plane 
number (p# ), type (type), and number of seats (no-s) for all planes. 
The APS-system should be extendable to include in a later stage of development 
(not presented in his example) also actual flight activities with arrival and delay, 
passenger booking, and maintenance of planes. The system should have two 
relational data base schemes for a flight schedule (fs) and a plane schedule (ps), 
respectively, 
fs(f#, dest, St-t) 
The system functions should be 
CREATE-FS: -+ fs 
ADD:f# dest st-t fs -+ fs 
SEARCH-FS:f# fs + boo1 
RETURN-DEST:f# fs + dest 
CANCEL-FS:f# fs -+ fs 
CHANGE-FS:f # st-t fs --) fs. 
ps(p# , type, no-s). 
CREATE-PS: -+ ps 
RESERVE:p # type no-s ps --t ps 
SEARCH-PS:ps -+ boo1 
CANCEL-PS:p # ps + ps 
The intuitive meaning of these functions may already be clear from the names and 
the signature. A precise specification will be given below and in the Appendix. 
There is also an important interrelational dependency to be satisfied. The 
scheduling of a flight requires the corresponding allocation of a plane to this flight. 
The interrelational dependency cannot be satisfied within the flight schedule or 
within the plane schedule only, which will become separate modules. We are going 
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to define an additional module, called an airport schedule, on top of these modules, 
where the export interface operations of the top module take care of the 
interrelational dependency. The relational scheme for the airport schedule module is 
aps(f#, dest, St-t, p # , type, no-s). 
This corresponds to a “join” operation in the sense of data base schemes. Our main 
aim, however, is to define the corresponding system functions 
CREATE: + aps 
SCHEDULE:f # dest st-t p # type no-s aps -+ aps 
SEARCH:f# aps + boo1 
RETURN:f # aps + dest 
CANCEL:f # aps -+ aps 
CHANGEf # st-t aps -+ aps, 
which are realized using the corresponding functions of the FS and PS modules as 
imports. This leads to the following modularization and module interconnection of 
the APS-system, where BOOL is a shared submodule of all the other ones (see 
Fig. 1). Given a specification boo1 for boolean values, BOOL can be considered as a 
module, where all constituent parts are equal to bool. 
1.5. Algebraic Specification of the APS-module 
In the following we give an algebraic specification of the APS-module, using stan- 
dard specifications for boo1 and if-then-else operations. In Section 5, we give an Ada 
version of APS. 
aps-parameter = boo1 + 
sorts: f # , dest, St-t, p # , type, no-s 
opns: EQ: f#f# + boo1 
EQ: p# p# --* boo1 
APS-PARAHETER 
FIGURE 1 
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aps-export-interface = aps-parameter + 
sort: w 
opns: CREATE: -+ aps 
SCHEDULE: f# dest st-t p # type no-s aps -+ aps 
SEARCH: f # aps -+ boo1 
RETURN: f # aps -+ dest 
CANCEL: f # aps -+ aps 
CHANGE: f # st-t aps -+ aps 
aps-import-interface = aps-parameter + 
sorts: fs, PS 
opns: CREATE-FS: + fs 
ADD: f# dest st-t fs + fs 
SEARCH-FS: f # fs -+ boo1 
RETURN-DEST: f # fs + dest 
CANCEL-FS: f# fs -+ fs 
CHANGE-FS: ff st-t fs -+ fs 
CREATE-PS: + ps 
RESERVE: p # type no-s ps + ps 
SEARCH-PS: p # ps -+ boo1 
CANCEL-PS: p # ps --$ ps 
aps-body = aps-export-interface + aps-import-interface + 
opns: TUP: fs ps -+ aps 
eqns: CREATE = TUP (CREATE-FS, CREATE-PS) 
SCHEDULE( F # , DEST, ST-T, P # , TYPE, NoS, TUP( FS, PS)) = 
if SEARCH-FS( F # , FS) v SEARCH-PS( P # , PS) 
then TUP(FS, PS) 
else TUP (ADD(F # , DEST, ST-T, FS), 
RESERVE( P # , TYPE, NoS, PS)) 
SEARCH( F # , TUP(FS, PS)) = SEARCH-FS( F # , FS) 
RETURN(F # , TUP(FS, PS)) = RETURN-DEST(F#, FS) 
CANCEL(F #, TUP(CREATE-FS, CREATE-PS)) = 
TUP(CREATE-FS, CREATE-PS) 
CANCEL( F # 1, TUP(ADD( F # , DEST, ST-T, FS) 
RESERVE(P #, TYPE, NoS, PS))) = 
ifEQ(F#l, F#) 
then TUP(FS, PS) 
else SCHEDULE(F #, DEST, ST-T, P #, TYPE, NoS, 
CANCEL(F # 1, TUP( FS, PS))) 
CHANGE(F #, ST-T, TUP(FS, PS)) = 
TUP(CHANGE-FS( F # , ST-T, FS), PS) 
The main idea of this specification is that the aps-export-interface-operations 
CREATE, SCHEDULE, etc. are specified in APS-BODY using, on one hand, the 
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corresponding aps-import-interface-operations CREATE-FS, CREATE-P& 
SEARCH-FS, SEARCH-P& and ADD, RESERVE, and, on the other hand, the 
constructor TUP of APS-BODY which constructs airport schedules as tuples of 
flight and plane schedules. TUP is a typical hidden function (i.e., not contained in 
the export interface) because, in general, it constructs inconsistent airport schedules 
APS = (FS, PS) in cases where FS and PS are of different length. This is incon- 
sistent because it either violates the interrelational dependency condition that each 
flight requires a corresponding plane, or there might be planes without flights in the 
airport schedule. The export interface operation SCHEDULE, however, generates a 
consistent new APS provided that the given APS = TUP(FS, PS) is already con- 
sistent. In the case that F # or P # is already included in FS or PS, we keep the old 
APS, or we could give an error message. 
The semantics of the APS-module is a “functor” which transforms aps-import- 
interface-algebras into aps-export-interface-algebras. Given an aps-import-interface- 
algebra A we obtain an aps-body-algebra FREE(A), where FREE is the “free 
construction” from aps-import- to aps-body-algebras. Let V. FREE(A) be the 
aps-export-interface-part of FREE(A), where V is the “forgetful fun&or” from aps- 
body- to aps-export-interface-algebras. In the algebra V. FREE(A) we still have 
inconsistent airport schedules APS in the aps-sort. But we are able to remove the 
junk (inconsistent states) if we take the smallest subalgebra which coincides with 
V. FREE(A) in all parameter sorts, i.e., all sorts of aps-parameter. This corresponds 
to the notion that the user has access to the module only via terms constructed 
from export interface operations with variables of parameter sorts only. This last 
step is called “restriction,” short RESTR, w.r.t. aps-parameter. This leads to an aps- 
export-interface-algebra RESTR . V. FREE(A ), where all airport schedules are con- 
sistent, provided that the imported flight and plane schedules are already consistent. 
Hence the semantics is a composition of the functors FREE (free construction), V 
(forgetful functor), and RESTR (restriction), 
RESTR . I/. FREE:Alg(APS-IMPORT-INTERFACE) 
--) Alg(APS-EXPORT-INTERFACE), 
where Alg(SPEC) denotes the category of all SPEC-algebras. 
1.6. Algebraic SpeciJication of the Remaining Modules 
In a similar way we can specify the FS-module and the PS-module with import 
interfaces for flight number, destination, and start time and for plane number, type, 
and number of seats, respectively. These algebraic specifications are given in the 
Appendix, together with their Ada versions. For more details of this example, 
including six steps from system objectives via modularization and specification to 
module interconnection of the APS-system, we refer to [30]. 
In this example-xcept for the bool-part--the parameter and interface 
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specifications are given by signatures only. It also makes sense to include more 
information in these specifications using logical axioms or algebraic constraints, 
e.g., properties of the import and export operations and an initiality constraint for 
the bool-part. Then we would obtain parameterized specifications for import and 
export with loose semantics and constraints. Correctness of this module with con- 
strains would mean that the semantics transforms algebras satisfying the import 
constraints into algebras satisfying the export constraints (see Sect. 6). 
2. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF MODULE SPECIFICATIONS 
Motivated by the concepts for modules and the airport schedule example in Sec- 
tion 1, we are now going to present the formal concept of module specifications. In 
this section, however, we only study the basic algebraic case of module 
specilications where the interfaces are equational (or universal Horn) specifications 
without any logical or algebraic constraints (see Sect. 6). For basic terminology we 
refer to [3 or 141, but we start with a review of the most important notions and 
constructions. 
An equational specfication SPEC = (S, OP, E) consists of sets S, OP and E of 
sorts, operation symbols and equations, respectively. In the case of universal Horn 
specljkations, E is a set of universal Horn axioms. An algebraic speczjkation (or just 
specification) in the following is either an equational or a universal Horn 
specification. 
A specfication morphism f: SPECl -+ SPEC2 between specifications SPECi = 
(Si,0Pi,Ei)isapairf=(f,:S1-+S2,fo,:OP1 + OP2) of functions such that for 
each N: sl . . . sn --) s in OPl we have f&N): fs(sl) . ..fs(sn) +fs(s) in OP2, and 
for each e in El the translated equation f”(e) is provable from E2. Specifications 
and specification morphisms define the category CATSPEC of specifications which 
is used below to define the syntax of module specifications. 
A parameterized specifi:cation is a pair of specifications PSPEC = 
(SPEC, SPECl ), where SPEC is a subspecilication of SPECl, or, more generally, 
where there is a specification morphism f: SPEC + SPECl. 
Using these notions, we are able to define a module specification, i.e., the syntax 
of modules. 
2.1. DEFINITION (Module specification). A module specilication MOD consists 
of algebraic specifications 
PAR (parameter) 
EXP (export interface) 
IMP (import interface) 
BOD (body) 
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and specification morphisms e, s, i, u, such that the following diagram commutes, 
i.e., v . e = s. i. 
PAR---e, EXP 
IMP - BOD s 
Notation. If we do not use the diagram notation above we will use the linear 
notation MOD = (PAR, EXP, IMP, BOD, e, s, i, u), or just MOD = (PAR, EXP, 
IMP, BOD). The morphisms may be arbitrary (see 3.1), but they will be inclusions 
in most examples. 
Interpretation and Special Cases. PAR is the common parameter part of EXP 
and IMP. (PAR, EXP) and (PAR, IMP) will be considered as parameterized 
specifications with loose semantics (pair of classes of algebras), while (IMP, BOD) 
will be considered as a parameterized specification with initial semantics (free con- 
struction F: Alg(IMP) + Alg(BOD)) and IMP as parameter. If the common 
parameter PAR is empty, we have an unparameterized module. A parameterized 
specification corresponds to the special case PAR = IMP and EXP = BOD. If we do 
not assume EXP = BOD but only PAR = IMP, we obtain a parameterized 
specification with export interface. A specification with interface corresponds to the 
special case PAR = IMP = a. A specification without interface means, in addition, 
EXP = BOD. Specifications without interface are also called basic module 
specifications. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. (1) The APS-module specification in 1.5 is a module 
specification in the sense of 2.1, 
aps-parameter A aps-export-interface 
II I 
” 
aps-import-interface 7 aps-body 
where all the specification morphisms e, s, i, and u are the obvious inclusions. 
(2) In a similar way, the module specifications for the FS-module and the 
PS-module sketched in 1.4, and fully defined in the Appendix, are module 
specifications in the sense of 2.1. The module specification BOOL of 1.4 is given by 
boo1 - boo1 
I I 
boo1 - hool 
where all specification morphisms are identities. 
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To formulate the semantics of module specifications we review some further 
notions and constructions fully defined in [14]. 
A SPEC-algebra A consists of a base set A,y for each s in S and an operation 
N,: A,Y, x ... x A,, -+ A, for each operator symbol N: sl ... sn -+ s in OP satisfying 
all the axioms in E. A SPEC-homomorphism h: A -+ B is a family h, : A, + B,, of 
functions compatible with the operations of A and B. If h: A -+ B is an inclusion, A 
is called a subalgebra of B. SPEC-algebras and SPEC-homomorphisms define the 
category Cat(SPEC) of SPEC-algebras, also denoted by Alg(SPEC). By a slight 
abuse of notation, Alg(SPEC) stands also for the class of SPEC-algebras, the object 
class of Cat(SPEC). The initial algebra TspEC in Cat(SPEC) is defined by the 
property that for any other SPEC-algebra A there is a unique SPEC- 
homomorphism h: T,,,, -+ A. For each specification SPEC, the initial SPEC- 
algebra TspEC exists uniquely up to isomorphism and can be constructed as a 
quotient Top/= E of the term algebra To, by the congruence generated by E. 
For each specification morphism f: SPECl -+ SPEC2 there is a forgetful ,functor 
V,: Alg(SPEC2) + Alg(SPEC1) defined on SPEC2-algebras A2 by V,(A2) = A 1 
with A 1, = A2f,,, and N,r =f(N)AZ for all s in Sl and N in OPl. Given a com- 
posite specification morphism g .f, we have Vg./= Vr.. V,. There is also a free 
functor F: Alg(SPEC1) + Alg(SPEC2), also called left adjoint functor of V,, satisfy- 
ing the following universal property: 
For each SPECl-algebra Al there is a universal SPECl-homomorphism u(Al): 
A 1 + V,. FI(A 1) such that for each SPEC2-algebra A2 and each SPECl- 
homomorphism hl : A 1 + V,(A2), there is a unique SPEC2-homomorphism 
h2:F(Al)+A2 such that V,(h2).u(Al)=hl. 
The free functor F is uniquely determined up to natural isomorphisms by this 
universal property. The free functor exists for each specification morphism and 
similar to initial algebras, the free algebra F(A 1) can be constructed as a suitable 
quotient term algebra. F preserves colimits, especially initial algebras, i.e., 
F(Tswx, ) = TSPECZ, and V, preserves limits. The free functor F is called strongly 
persistent, if we have Vr. F (A 1) = A 1 for all SPECl-algebras A 1. F is called 
strongly conservative if F is strongly persistent and preserves injective 
homomorphisms, i.e., for each SPECl-homomorphism hl: Al + Bl with injective 
components hl, and hl Op the SPEC2-homomorphism F(h1): F(Al) + F(B1) also 
has injective components F(hl), and F(hl),,. 
To define the restricted semantics of module specifications below, we define the 
following restriction construction: 
2.3. DEFINITION (Restriction). Given a specification morphism s: SPEC + 
SPECl and a SPECl-algebra Al, the restriction RESTR,(Al) is the intersection of 
all those SPECl-subalgebras Bl of Al having the same SPEC-part as A 1, i.e., 
RESTR,(Al)= n{Al’EAlg(SPECl): Al’c Al, V,(Al’)= V,(Al)}. 
Interpretation. RESTR,(Al) is the smallest subalgebra of Al which is generated 
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by the operations of A 1 applied to all data in VJA 1). In other words RESTR,(A 1) 
is that subpart of Al which is reachable from I/,(Al) by operations in Al. 
2.4. FACT (Restriction). 1. The restriction construction RESTR, defined in 2.3 
for all SPECl-algebras Al can be extended to a functor 
RESTR, : Alg( SPEC 1) --f Alg( SPEC 1 ), 
where for j”1 : A 1 + Bl in Alg(SPEC1) 
RESTR,(f 1): RESTR,(Al) + RESTR,(Bl) 
is the restriction off 1 to RESTR,( A 1). 
2. Given a SPECl-algebra Al’ with A 1’ c Al and V,(Al’) = V,(Al) we have 
RESTR,(Al) c Al’. In particular, we have RESTR,(Al) c Al. 
(3) RESTR,(Al)==Al if and on/y iffor all Al’cAl with V,(Al’)= VS(Al) 
we have already A 1’ = A 1. 
(4) RESTR, . RESTR,( A 1) = RESTR,(A 1) for aN SPECl-algebras A 1. 
Remark. The results in 24 for SPECl-algebras can be extended to SPECl- 
homomorphisms. 
Proof: 1. Let x E RESTR,( A 1). We have to show that f 1 (x) E RESTR,(Bl ). It 
suffices to show, for each Bl’c Bl with V,(Bl’) = V,(Bl) that f l(x) E Bl’. Given 
such a Bl’, let Al’ = f 1 -‘(Bl’). Then Al’ cA1 and I/,(Al’)= V,(fl-‘(Bl’))= 
V,( f 1) - ’ ( I/,(B 1’)) because each forgetful functor preserve limits, especially inverse 
images. But V,(Bl’) = V,(H) implies V,(f l)-‘(VJBl))= I/,(Al) and hence 
I/,(Al’)= V,(Al). By part 2 of this fact we have RESTR,(Al)cAl’=fl-‘(Bl’) 
such that x E RESTR,(A 1) implies f l(x) E Bl’, which was left to be shown. 
Parts 2, 3, and 4 of the assertion follow immediately from the definition of 
RESTR,( A 1). 
Now we are able to define the semantics and restricted semantics of module 
specifications. 
2.5. DEFINITION (Semantics and restricted semantics of module 
specifications). Given a module specification MOD, 
PAR’ EXP 
IMP - BOD s 
the (unrestricted) semantics SEM of MOD is the functor 
SEM = I’, . FREE: Alg(IMP) + Alg(EXP), 
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where 
(1) Alg(IMP) and Alg(EXP) are the categories of IMP- and EXP-algebras, 
respectively, 
(2) V,: Alg(BOD) -+ Alg(EXP) is the forgetful functor corresponding to L’, 
and 
(3) FREE: Alg(IMP) -+ Alg(BOD) the free functor corresponding to s. 
The restricted semantics RSEM of MOD is the Tunctor 
RSEM = RESTR, . SEM: Alg(IMP) -+ Alg(EXP), 
where RESTR,: Alg(EXP) --t Alg(EXP) is the restriction functor defined in 2.3 
and 2.4. 
General Assumption. Using the unrestricted semantics SEM = V,. . FREE, we 
always assume that FREE is strongly persistent, i.e., V,Y. FREE is equal to the iden- 
tity on Alg(IMP). Using the restricted semantics, we assume that FREE is strongly 
conservative, i.e., strongly persistent and preserves injective homomorphisms. 
Remark. The unrestricted semantics SEM = V, FREE corresponds to the 
semantics FREE of parameterized specifications (see [3, 143) extended by the 
forgetful functor V,. Strong persistencey of FREE means that the import algebra 
A E Alg(IMP) is protected after the free construction. This property is necessary 
and sufficient for correctness of parameter passing (see [3, 141) and it implies, for 
every IMP-algebra A, that V,(A) = V,(SEM(A)) = V,(RSEM(A)). In the 
case EXP= BOD and PAR = IMP, the semantic algebras SEM(A) are already 
restricted by construction, and RSEM(A) = SEM(A). Otherwise, we have 
RSEM(A) c SEM(A). Having an internal view of the module, we should prefer the 
unrestricted semantics SEM which includes “junk” (“inconsistent states”), i.e., those 
data in SEM(A) which are not reachable by export operations applied to data in 
the parameter. From an external view, we should prefer the restricted semantics 
RSEM which removes “junk” (see 1.5). An external user of the module is allowed 
to use the export operations with arbitrary data in the parameter sorts. But access 
to data in non-parameter sorts is only possible via operations and constants. Con- 
servativity-but not necessarily persistency alone (see 2.6)-allows the free con- 
struction FREE to commute with restriction RESTR. This means, in the case 
EXP = BOD, that we have RSEM(A) = SEM(A) for all IMP-algebras A which are 
restricted with respect to PAR. Conservativity is intuitively desirable and of 
technical convenience (see 3.5). If EXP is properly contained in BOD, we can no 
longer expect RESM(A) = SEM(A) (see 1.5). 
The following counterexample shows that persistency is not sufficient to guaran- 
tee the commutativity of restriction with free construction, while conservativity is 
(see 2.7). 
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2.6. COUNTEREXAMPLE (due to Lipeck). The following free construction 
FREE:Alg(IMP) + Alg(BOD) is strongly persistent but not conservative: 
IMP = 
sorts: s 
opns: 0: +s 
succ:s -+ s 
BOD = IMP + 
sorts: s’ 
opns: a,b: + s’ 
h:s -+ s’ 
eqns: h(0) = a 
h(SUCC(x)) = b 
For the inclusion f: N + Z of IMP-algebras, natural numbers N and integers Z, 
we have a # b in FREE(N) but a = b in FREE(Z), which implies that FREE(f) 
is noninjective w.r.t. sort s’. For PAR= Qr, we have a# b in 
FREE. RESTR(Z) = FREE(N), but a = b in RESTR . FREE(Z). But assuming 
strong conservativity we have 
2.7. LEMMA. Given PAR --f i IMP -+’ BOD and r = s. i with strongly conservative 
free functor FREE:Alg(IMP) + Alg(BOD), free construction commutes with restric- 
tion, i.e., 
RESTR, . FREE = FREE. RESTR,. 
Proof. For A in Alg(IMP) we have RESTR,(A) c A which implies 
FREE. RESTR,(A) c FREE(A) (1) 
by conservativity. Using strong persistency of FREE, we have 
l’; FREE.RESTRi(A) = Fi. I/,.FREE.RESTR&4) 
= Vi* RESTR,(A) 
= V,(A) 
= V, . FREE(A). 
By construction of RESTR,. FREE(A), this implies, together with (1) 
RESTR, . FREE(A) c FREE. RESTR,( A). 
Conversely, we claim, for A2 = RESTR,(A): 
RESTR; FREE(A2) = FREE(A2). 
(2) 
(3) 
571/34/2-3-11 
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Using (1) and (3) we have 
FREE.RESTRJA)= RESTR;FREE.RESTR,(A)c RESTR;FREE(A) 
which, together with (2), implies 
RESTR, . FREE(A) = FREE. RESTR,(A) 
A similar argument can be used for IMP-homomorphisms. 
It remains to show (3). By Fact 2.4.3 applied to RESTR,, it suffices to show that, 
for each Bc FREE(A2) with V,(B) = I’, . FREE(A2) we already have 
B= FREE(A2). (4) 
Because V,(B) c V; FREE(A2) = A2 and V,( V,(B)) = V,(B) = V; FREE(A2) = 
Vj(A2), we conclude from 2.4.3 applied to RESTR,, 
V,v(B) = A2. (5) 
Using the universal property of FREE(A2), the identity id: A2 -+ V,(B) induces a 
unique BOD-homomorphism f: FREE(A2) + B such that diagram (6) commutes. 
A2 3 V,v(B) Vdi) - V, . FREE(A2) = A2 
jdA2j t6) /* 
A2= I’;FREE(A2) 
The inclusion j: B --t FREE(A2) yields an inclusion I’,(j) which is equal to id,, 
because of (5). Hence we have V,(j). id,, = id,* such that (6) + (7) commutes. 
Uniqueness of the morphism from FREE(A2) to FREE(A2) in (7) implies 
j.f=ibEEcA2). This finally implies j = id,,,,(,,, and hence (4). 
Remark. The restriction functor RESTR, reduces the export algebra 
V&FREE(A)) to those elements constructable from its parameter part. Requiring 
that the import algebra A be generated by its parameter part does not reduce the 
export algebras any further, i.e., RSEM(A) = RSEM(RESTR,(A)). In fact, using 
Lemma 2.7 and Fact 2.4, 
RSEM(RESTR;(A)) = RESTR, . I’, * FREE. RESTR;(A) 
= RESTR, . I’, * RESTR,. i. FREE(A) 
= RESTR, . I’, . RESTR,. u. FREE(A) 
= RESTR, . I’, . FREE(A) = RSEM(A). 
Finally let us review the Extension Lemma for persistent functors and its exten- 
sion to conservative ones. Both results are essential for proofs in later sections and 
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they are based on a pushout of specification morphisms defined by the following 
universal property: 
Given specification morphisms g and h as in the diagram below, there are always 
specification morphisms g’ and hl with common target SPECl’, such that 
hl . g = g’ . h and for all other specification morphisms S’ and fl with common 
target SPEC2 and fl *g = f’ . h, there is always a unique specification morphism 
fiSPECl’-+SPEC2 such thatf*hl=fl andf.g’=f’: 
SPEC g + SPECl 
Intuitively, SPECl’ is the gluing of SPEC’ and SPECl via SPEC (see [14] for 
more details about pushouts). Reversing all the arrows in the diagram and in the 
universal property above, we obtain the notion of a pullback in the category 
CATSPEC. If both morphisms are inclusions, the pullback is given by the intersec- 
tion of the subspecifications SPECl and SPEC’ of SPEC. 
2.8. EXTENSION LEMMA. Given a pushout of specification morphisms as in diagram 
( 1) above, we have 
(1) Ifthefieefunctor F: Alg(SPEC) + Alg(SPEC1) is strongly persistent, then 
also the free functor F: Alg(SPEC’) --$ Alg(SPEC1’) is strongly persistent and we 
have F. Vh= Vh,.F. 
(2) Zf F is a strongly conservative, then F is strongly conservative. 
Proof 1. See Extension Lemma in [3 or 141. 
2. It remains to show that for each injective SPEC’-homomorphism 
k: A’ -+ B’, F’(k) is also injective. By the construction of the pushout SPECl’, there 
is, for each sort sl’ in SPECl’ either a sort s’ in SPEC’ with g’(s’) = sl’, or a sort sl 
in SPECl with hl(sl)=sl’. In the first case we have 
F’(k),,. = F’(k),.(,., = (V,. . F’(k)),, = k,, 
using strong persistency of F, and, in the second case, 
F(k),,, = fW),,,(s,) = ( vhl . f”(k)),, = (F. V,(k)),, 
using part 1 above. Since k is injective, it is preserved by Vh and, by assumption, by 
F. This implies injectivity of F’(k),,, in both cases and hence injectivity of F’(k). 
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3. COMPOSITION AND ACTUALIZATION 
In this section we study the composition of two module specifications and 
introduce the actualization of a module specification by a nonparametrized or by a 
parameterized specification. Both concepts are closely related to the well-known 
parameter passing techniques for parameterized specifications (see [3, 141). In the 
case of composition, the import interface of one module specification is matched 
with the export interface of another. In the case .of actualization, the parameter of 
the module specification is matched with the data type specification. Matching of 
two specifications SPECl and SPEC2 in this context means the existence of a 
specification morphism h: SPECl -+ SPEC2 (possibly the identical match with 
h = idSPECl ). 
3.1. DEFINITION (composition). The composition of two module specifications 
MODi= (PAR& EXPi, IMPi, BODE’) for i= 1,2 via a pair h= (hl, h2) of 
specification morphism hl: IMP1 -+ EXP2 and h2: PAR1 -+ PAR2 satisfying 
e2 .iz2 =hl . il is the module specification MOD3 = (PAR3, EXP3, IMP3, BOD3) 
given by the outer square in 
PAR1 -@--+ PAR1 - EXPl 
I I I 
h2 
1 
1 i 
A 
IMP1 - BODl 
hl 
PAR2 - EXP2 (1) 
1 1 1 
IMP2 - BOD2 - BOD3 
with EXP3 = EXPl, IMP3 = IMP2, PAR3 = PARl, and BOD3 the pushout object 
in (1). The composite module specification MOD3 is denoted by MOD1 . ,MOD2 
or just MOD1 . MOD2 when h is an inclusion. 
Interpretation. The specification morphisms hl:IMPl -+ EXP2, and 
h2:PARl+ PAR2 match the import interface IMP1 of MOD1 with the export 
interface EXP2 of MOD2 and PAR1 with PAR2. The remaining import interface 
IMP2 becomes the import of MOD3 and the remaining export interface EXPI 
becomes the export of MOD3. The common body BOD3 is the body BODl where 
IMP1 is replaced by BOD2. 
Note that EXP2-operations are not going to be exported in the composition, 
unless they are already in EXPl. This is different in the case of actualization and in 
the following alternative version of composition, 
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3.2. Remarks (alternative composition). 1. Instead of taking EXP3 = EXPl, we 
could also construct EXP3 as the pushout of PAR1 + EXPl and 
PAR1 + IMP1 + EXP2, i.e., as the union of EXPl and EXP2 with shared sub- 
specification PARl. In this case, the export operations of MOD2 are not only used 
to match the corresponding import operations of MODl, but are also exported by 
the composite module specification MOD3. 
2. Another alternative is to have only one specification morphism 
h:IMPl -+ EXP2 and to construct PAR3 as the pullback of PAR1 + IMP1 + EXP2 
and PAR2 + EXP2 as originally proposed in [14]. This would prevent the com- 
positionality of the restricted semantics (see 3.4 and 3.5). 
In Section 4 we come back to the APS-system introduced in Section 1 and we 
show how to compose the APS-module with the FS- and PS-module specifications. 
Technically we first have to construct the union FS + BooL PS of FS and PS with 
shared subpart BOOL to define the composition APS . (FS + BooL PS). 
3.3. THEOREM (composition of semantics). The semantics SEM3 of the composite 
specification MOD3 (see 3.1) is given as the composition of the semantics SEM2 and 
SEMl adapted by the forgetful functor Vhl, i.e., SEM3 is uniquely defined by 
SEM3 = SEMl . Vh,. SEM2. 
Remark. We also have that FREE3 is strongly persistent (resp. conservative) 
provided that FREE1 and FREE2 are (see 2.8). Hence, our general assumption in 
2.5 is compatible with composition. 
Proof. Let vi: EXPi+ BODi (i= 1,2) and k:BODl --f BOD3 be the 
specification morphisms in 3.1. By the Extension Lemma in 2.8.1 we have 
FREE1 . I’,, ,,, = I/,. FREEl’, 
where FREEl’:Alg(BOD2) -+ Alg(BOD3) is the extended free construction. Hence 
we have, with FREE3 = FREEl’ . FREE2, 
SEM = V,, . V, . FREEl’ . FREE2 
= V,, . FREE1 . Vhl . V,, . FREE2 
= SEM 1. I’,,, . SEM2. 
While Theorem 3.3 is independent of the parameter part, a similar result is not 
true, in general, for restricted semantics if we construct the parameter as pullback 
(see 3.2.2). 
3.4. COUNTEREXAMPLE. Consider the following composition with PAR3 = 0 
pullback in the left upper square 
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MOD3: @ --+ nat0 - nat0 
1 MOD1 1 
nat ----+ nat 
I 
/z 
0 - nat 
I MoD2 I I 
nat ---+ nat - nat 
where 
nat0 = sorts: nat 
opns: 0: --) nat 
Let el: nat0 -+ nat0 be the identity and e3:a -+ nat0 the unique empty specification 
morphism. For the integers I and natural numbers N, we obtain 
RSEM3(I) = RESTRJI) = (0) 
RSEMl . f’, . RSEMZ(Z) = RSEMl . V,(N) = RESTR,,(N) = N 
and hence RSEM3 # RSEMl . V,, . RSEM2. 
Even if we would define PAR3 = PAR1 = nat0, we would have different results 
because in this case RSEM3(Z) = RESTR,,(Z) = Z. 
Now we show the desired compositionality in the case of restricted semantics 
using the existence of a specification morphism h2:PARl + PAR2 as required in 
3.1, but not satisfied by the counterexample above. 
3.5. THEOREM (composition of restricted semantics). Given the composition 
MOD3 = MOD1 ‘hl MOD2 of MOD1 and MOD2 us in 3.1 with restricted seman- 
tics RSEMl and RSEM2, the restricted semantics RSEM3 is uniquely given by 
RSEM3 = RSEMl . Vh,. RSEM2. 
Proof: Since we have PAR3 = PARl, the restriction for MOD3 is equal to that 
of MODl, i.e., RESTR,,. Since we have, by 3.3, SEM3 = SEMl . V,, . SEM2, we 
also have 
RSEM3 = RSEM 1. V,, . SEM2. 
Hence it sufftces to show 
(a) RSEMl . Vhl. RESTR,, = RSEMl . V,, . 
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Let SPEC be the pushout in the following diagram (3) 
PAR1 Id PAR1 --& EXPl 
h2 
PAR2 7 
I 
EXP2 ~2 SPEC 
t 
I 
e 
L 
By the Extension Lemma 2.8 we have 
FREE. Vhl = Vh3 * FREE, 
where FREE:Alg(EXP2) + Alg(SPEC) is the corresponding free functor. FREE is 
conservative by 2.8.2, and by 2.7 we have, for e = ~2. e2, 
RESTR, . FREE = FREE. RESTR,,. 
Hence we have property 
(4 
RSEMl . vh, . RESTRc2 = RESTR,, . V,, . FREE1 . v/,1 * RESTR,, 
= RESTR,, . V,, . Y,, . FREE * RESTReI 
= RESTR,, * I/* RESTR; FREE with V= V,, . V,, 
(b) = RESTR,, . I’. FREE 
= RESTR,, . I/,, . FREE1 . V,, 
= RSEMl . I’,, , 
provided that we have the property 
(b) RESTR,, . V. RESTR, = RESTR,, . V. 
Since RESTR,(A)cA, we have 
(c) RESTR,, 3 V. RESTR, c RESTR,, * V and 
(d) I/. RESTR, c I’. 
Since we have VP1 . V = vh2 . V,, we also have V,, . I/ * RESTR, = 
V,,, * V, * RESTR, = Vhz * V, = V,,, . V, i.e., 
(e) V,, . I’. RESTR, = YeI . V. 
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For all X in Alg(SPEC) and B = V. RESTR,(X) we have 
(i) B= V. RESTRJX) c V(X) 
(ii) V,,(B) = V,, . V. RESTRJX) = V,r . V(X) by (e). 
Using fact 2.4.2, this implies RESTR,,( V(X)) c B and hence 
(f) RESTR,, . Vc ?‘. RESTR,. 
Applying RESTR,, to both sides, we obtain, by 2.4.4, 
(g) RESTR,, . Vc RESTR,, . V. RESTR,. 
From (g) and (c) we obtain the desired property (b), which implies (a), and hence 
the assertion. 
Finally, we are going to introduce the concept of actualization, where the 
parameter of a module is actualized by an unparameterized or a parameterized data 
type. In the first case, called standard parameter passing, the result is an 
unparameterized module. In the second case, called parameterized parameter 
passing, the result is again a parameterized module. We directly define the second 
case, because the first one is a special case of the second one, where the parameter is 
empty. 
3.6. DEFINITION (actualization). Given a module specification MOD = (PAR, 
EXP, IMP, BOD, e, s, i, u), a parameterized specification PSPECl = 
(PARl, ACTI) and a specification morphism kPAR + ACTl, the actualization of 
MOD by PSPECl via h, written 
MOD1 = act,(PSPECl, MOD) 
is the module specification 
MOD1 = (PARl, EXPl, IMPl, BODl, el, sl, il, ul), 
where the specifications EXPl, IMPl, and BODl and the corresponding 
specification morphisms el, sl, il, and 01 are defined by pushout (PO) construc- 
tions in the diagram: 
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EXPl is the PO-object in the top diagram, gluing EXP and ACT1 via PAR, IMP1 
is the PO-object in the left diagram, gluing IMP and ACT1 via PAR, BODl is the 
PO-object in the bottom diagram, gluing BOD and IMP1 via IMP, 
ul:EXPl + BODl is uniquely defined by the PO-property of EXPl, el = e1l.j and 
il = il’. j, where J’:PARl + ACT1 is the inclusion of PAR1 into ACTl. The 
actualization is called parameter consistent if there is a specification morphism 
p:PAR + PAR1 with j*p = h. 
Remark. If FREE:Alg(IMP) + Alg(BOD) is (strongly) persistent (resp. conser- 
vative) then so is FREEl:Alg(IMPl) --) Alg(BOD1) by 2.8. Hence the general 
assumptions in 2.5 are compatible with actualization. 
Interpretation. Actualization of a module specification with parameter leads to a 
module specification without parameter if PAR1 is empty, otherwise to a new 
module with parameter PARl. The actual parameter operations are added to the 
export, import, and body. 
3.7. Remarks (semantics of actualization). 1. Similar to Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 
for composition, there are corresponding results for actualization showing how the 
semantics of the actualized module is related to the semantics of the given parts. In 
the case of restricted semantics, we have to consider the general case of module 
specifications with constraints (see Sect. 6 and [lo]). Both kinds of semantics can 
be expressed as an amalgamated sum which will be introduced in the next section. 
For a full treatment of the semantics of actualization we refer to [24, lo]. The 
special case of standard parameter passing is included already in [ 143. 
2. In the general case of module specification with constraints (see Sect. 6) we 
are going to add an algebraic constraint to import and export interface, restricting 
the corresponding interface algebra to those where the ACT-part is freely generated 
over the PARl-part. If, for example, we have PAR1 = @ and ACT1 = hool, then the 
bool-part of the import- and export-interface algebras has to be initial, i.e., 
isomorphic to the well-known 2-valued boolean algebra. 
3.8. EXAMPLE. Given the APS-module specification APS in 1.5 we want to 
actualize the sorts f#, dest, St-t, p#, type, no-s in the aps-parameter by 
specifications nat, string of char, nat, nat, string of char, and nat, respectively. In this 
case we take a nonparameterized specification (i.e., PAR1 = a) 
ACT1 = boo1 + nat + string of char 
with only one copy of nat and string of char. The (noninjective) specification 
morphism h: aps-parameter + ACT1 is defined to be the identity on bool, mapping 
the sorts f# , St-t, p # , no-s to the sort nat in nat and mapping dest and type to the 
sort string in string of char. The actualization act,(ACTl, APS) has empty 
parameter, while f#, St-t, p#, no-s, dest, type in the interface and body 
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specifications are replaced by one copy of nat and string of char. The semantical 
restriction in 3.7.2 means, in this case, that only interface algebras with initial hool, 
nat, and string of char are considered. 
4. UNION OF MODULES WITH SHARED SUBMODULES 
In this section we discuss the remaining two .basic mechanisms to obtain new 
module specifications from old ones. The first construction is called extension and it 
consists of adding (possibly empty) sets of sorts, operation symbols, and equations 
to the parts constituting a module specification. The parts added are not required 
to form a module specification or even to be specifications, but the end result of the 
extension must be a well-defined module specification containing the original one as 
a submodule. The second construction, called union, takes two module 
specifications MOD1 and MOD2 along with a submodule MOD0 of both of them 
and forms the union MOD1 + MoDO MOD2. The constituent parts of the resulting 
module specification are then the union of the corresponding parts of the original 
modules, with a duplicate copy of all the items in the intersection but not in the 
specified MODO. In both constructions, the notion of submodule is a central one 
and requires a precise definition. 
4.1. DEFINITION (submodule specification). A module specification 
MODO= (PARO, EXPO, IMPO, BODO) is a submodule specification of MOD1 = 
(PAR& EXPl, IMPl, BODl ) if there exist four injective specification morphisms 
mP: PAR0 -+ PARI, m,: IMP0 + IMPI, mE: EXPO + EXPl, and mg: BODO -+ 
BODl satisfying the following conditions: 
Syntactical conditions. Each of the following diagrams (1 t(4) commutes: 
PAR0 --% EXPO a BODO PAR0 A IMP0 A BODO 
-PI (1) 1-E (2) /B -PI (3) ImJ (4) /MB 
PAR1 7 EXPl 7 BODl PAR1 il IMP1 7 BODl 
Semantical conditions. If we let V, denote the forgetful functor associated 
with the injective morphism me, for Q E {E, 1, B), then 
Vs. FREE1 = FREE0 . V,. 
When adopting the restricted semantics, we also require that 
V, . RESTR,, = RESTR, . V,. 
In most cases, the specification morphisms m, are actually inclusions. The seman- 
tical conditions guarantee that the semantics and the restricted semantics of MOD0 
are compatible, via corresponding forgetful functors, with those of MOD1 (see 4.3). 
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It should also be pointed out that, with the restricted semantics, it suffices to 
require that V,(RESTR,,(A)) c RESTR,( V,(A)) for all EXPl-algebras A, since 
the reverse inclusion always holds. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. The module specification BOOL of 2.2 is a submodule 
specification of the APS-module, the FS-module and the PS-module. The 
specification morphisms m, are just inclusions and certainly satisfy the syntactical 
conditions. The semantical ones are also satisfied since FREE0 is the identity and 
the free functors of APS, FS, and PS, being strongly persistent, do not alter any 
parameter algebra and hence its boolean subalgebra. 
4.3. PROPOSITION (submodule semantics). If SEMj and RSEMj are the semantics 
of MODj, j =O, 1, in 4.1, then 
(i) I’,. SEMl = SEMO. I’, 
(ii) FE* RSEMl = RSEMO. I’,. 
Proof. Using the commutative diagrams and the semantical conditions of 4.1, 
we have 
and 
I’,.SEMl= I’,. I’,,.FREEl= I’/vo. I’,.FREEO 
= I’,,. FREEO. V,= SEMO. V, 
I/,. RSEM 1 = V, . RESTR,, . SEMl = RESTR, . I/,. SEMl 
= RESTR, . SEMO . V, = RSEMO . I’,. 
The notion of submodule is closely connected to the extension construction 
(see 1.3) which will be defined next. 
In the sequel, the term “prespecilication” will be used to denote a triple 
(S, OP, E) where the operation symbols in OP can act on sorts not in S or the 
equations in E use operation symbols not in OP. 
4.4. DEFINITION (extension). Given a module specification MOD, where all 
its specification morphisms are inclusions, and a four-tuple E = 
(E PAR 3 EEXP, -%m EBOD) of prespecilications, the extension of MOD by E, denoted 
by ext.(MOD), is a module specification containing MOD as a submodule 
specification, in the sense of 4.1. More precisely, the specifications PARl, EXPl, 
IMPl, and BODl of ext,(MOD) are given by 
PAR1 = PAR + E,,,, 
EXPl = EXP + EpAR + EEXP, 
IMP1 = IMP + E,,, + E,,,, 
BODl = BOD + Ep,t,R + EEXp + E,,p + E,,,, 
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the specification morphism sl, il, el, and ul are all inclusions, and it must satisfy 
the following conditions: 
1. Syntactical conditions. PARl, EXPl, IMPl, and BODl are well-defined 
specifications and each side of the following diagram commutes 
2. Semantical conditions. The free functor FREE1 induced by 
sl: IMP1 -+ BODl is strongly persistent (resp. conservative), 
V, . FREE1 = FREE0 . V, 
and 
I’, . RESTR,, = RESTR, . V,. 
4.5. EXAMPLES. 1. The FS-module is a simple case of extension where BOOL is 
extended by setting E,,, = ({f#, dest, St-t}, (EQ, NO-DEST}, a) and so on. 
Notice that EpAR is a prespecification since its first component does not contain the 
sort boo1 used by the operator symbol EQ. 
2. A more common example of extension is provided by the APS module, 
whose operator symbols can be divided into constructors and derived operators. 
Call BAPS (base airport schedule) the module given by 
baps-parameter = boo1 + 
sorts: f#, dest, St-t, p #, type, no-s 
baps-export-interface = baps-parameter + 
sorts: aps 
opns: CREATE: -+ aps 
SCHEDULE: f # dest st-t p # type no-s aps -+ aps 
baps-import-interface = baps-parameter + 
sorts: fs, ps 
opns: CREATE-FS: + fs 
ADD: f# dest st-t fs -+ fs 
CREATE-PS: --* ps 
RESERVE: p # type no-s ps -+ ps 
SEARCH-FS: f# fs + boo1 
SEARCH-PS: p # ps -+ boo1 
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haps-body = haps-import-interface u baps-esport-interface + 
opns: TUP: fs ps --f aps 
eqns: first two equations of aps-body, 
Then the APS-module is an extension of the BAPS-module by 
E PAR = %Y EEXP = (0, {SEARCH, RETURN, CANCEL, CHANGE}, a), 
El,, = (a, { RETURN-DEST, CANCEL-F& CHANGE-F& CANCEL-PS}, a), 
and 
E BOD = (0, 0, remaining equations of aps-body ). 
We now turn our attention to the operation of union of module specifications. 
4.6. MOTIVATION. The disjoint union of two module specifications MODj= 
(PARj, EXPj, IMPj, BODj) for j= 1, 2, poses no difficulties, for if we let 
SPECl + SPEC2 denote the disjoint union of the specifications SPECl and SPEC2 
then MOD3 = MOD1 + MOD2 = (PAR1 + PAR2, EXPl + EXPZ, IMP1 + IMP2, 
BODl + BOD2) with the obvious specification morphisms between them. Each 
(IMP1 +IMP2)-algebra A is the disjoint union Al + A2 of IMPl- and IMP2- 
algebras and the functor FREE3: Alg(IMP3) +Alg(BOD3) defined by 
FREE3(A) = FREE(A 1) + FREE(A2) is the free functor induced by 
~3: IMP3 + BOD3. The unrestricted and restricted semantics of MOD3 are 
SEMl + SEM2 and RSEMl + RSEM2, respectively. 
Disjoint union is thus very simple but clearly not sufficient. In the airport- 
schedule example, we need the union of the FS-module and the PS-module (to be 
then composed with the APS-module), where the boo1 part of the ps-parameter and 
the fs-parameter is intended to be the same specification. Before giving the precise 
definition of union with a shared part not to be duplicated, we need to review the 
notion of amalgamation to be used for the semantics of the union. More details can 
be found in [14]. 
4.7. DEFINITION (amalgamation). Given a pushout diagram of specifications 
and specification morphisms (see Sect. 2) of the form 
SPECO ” b SPECl 
f2 
I 
PO g’ 
I 
SPEC2 g2 SPEC3 
and algebras Ai~Alg(sPEci), i=O, 1, 2, with the property that Vf,(Al)= AO= 
Vf,(A2), the amalgamated sum Al +ao A2 of Al and A2 with respect to A0 is the 
SPEC3-algebra A3 defined for all s in S3 and N in OP3 by 
(A3), = 
if gl(s1) = s Nl,, if gl(Nl)= N 
if g2(s2) = s NA, = N2.42 if g2( N2) = N. 
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If hj: ,4j -+ Bj are SPECj-homomorphisms, j = 0, 1, 2, satisfying V, ,(hl ) = h0 = 
I’,,(h2), then the amalgamated sum hl +hO h2 is the SPEC3-homomorphism 
h3: A 1 +ao A2 -+ Bl +BO B2 defined for all s in S3 by 
(h3).5 = 
his, if gl(sl)=s 
h2, 
52 if g2(s2) = s. 
It is shown in [6, 143 that A3 is a well-defined SPEC3-algebra and h3 a well- 
defined SPEC3-homomorphism. 
4.8. AMALGAMATION LEMMA [ 143. Given the pushout diagram of 4.7, we have 
1. for any SPECi-algebras Ai, i=O, 1, 2 with y,,(Al)= AO= V,,(A2), the 
amalgamated sum A3 = Al +ao A2 is the unique SPEC3-algebra such that 
V,,(A3) = Al and V,,(A3) = A2 
2. any SPEC3-algebra A3 can be uniquely represented as A 1 +AO A2, where 
Al = V,,(A3), A2= &,(A3), AO= V,,(Al)= Vt,(A2) 
3. for any specification SPEC and finctors Fi: Alg(SPEC) -+ Alg(SPECi), 
i = 1, 2, with V,, . Fl = k’t2. F2, there exists a unique functor F3: Alg(SPEC) - 
Alg(SPEC3) such that Fi = Vgi. F3, i = 1,2. 
Before giving the definition of union of modules in its full generality, let us con- 
sider the simpler case of two module specifications sharing a common parameter 
part, as in our example where the FS-module and the PS-module share the boo1 
part of their parameter specifications. 
4.9. DEFINITION (union of modules with shared subparameter). Given two 
module specifications MODj= (PARj, EXPj, IMPj, BODj), j= 1, 2, and a 
specification PAR0 with injective specification morphisms pj: PAR0 -+ PARj, 
j= 1,2, the union of MOD1 and MOD2 with respect to PARO, denoted by 
MOD1 + PARO MOD2, is the module specification MOD3 = (PAR3, EXP3, IMP3, 
BOD3), where each of the specifications is obtained as the pushout of the 
corresponding parts of MOD1 and MOD2 as in the diagrams 
PAR0 --@-. PAR1 2 EXPl * BODl PAR0 2 PAR1 -% IMP1 *I BODl 
PZ 
I i 
Yl 
PAR2 -% PAR3 /I 
I 
\ 
\ 
eZ \ r3 \ D1 \ 
EXP2 
I 
“2 
BOD2 
t2 ) EyXP3 \ \ 
\ 0’ \ 
\ c 
hZ :BOD3 
PZ I 
PAR2 
r2 
I 
IMP2 
sz ’ ,‘3 
\ 
\ I 
BOD2 hZ :BOD3 
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where each successive rectangle is a pushout diagram. Since sj . ij = uj * ej, j = 1,2, 
the two diagrams give rise to the same BOD3. We omit the proof, as this is a 
special case of 4.11. 
4.10. EXAMPLE. Let FS, PS, and BOOL be the module specifications given in 
1.4 and 1.5, and let PFS denote the union module FS +bool PS. Then, by the con- 
struction in 4.9, we have 
pfs-parameter = boo1 + 
sorts: f # , p # , dest, type, St-t, no-s 
opts: EQ: f# f# + boo1 
NO-DEST: + dest 
EQ: p#p# + boo1 
pfs-export-interface = pfs-parameter + 
sorts: fs, ps 
opns: CREATE-FS: + fs 
CREATE-PS: -+ ps 
ADD: f# dest St-t fs + fs 
RESERVE: p # type no-s ps + ps 
pfs-import-interface = pfs-parameter 
The body specification of the PFS-module is just the set-theoretic union of the 
FS-body and the PS-body. 
We can now complete the airport-schedule system example (1.4) by showing how 
to combine the APS-module with the FS- and PS-module specifications. As men- 
tioned in Section 3, this is done by composing the APS-module with the PFS- 
module. Denote by APSl the composite module APS . PFS. Since aps-parameter is 
equal to pfs-parameter, by definition of composition (3.1), we have 
apsl-parameter = aps-parameter 
apsl-export-interface = aps-export-interface 
apsl-import-interface = pfs-import-interface 
Finally, since the morphisms saps: aps-import + aps-body and upfs: pfs-export --f 
pfs-body and the matching morphism h.1: aps-import + pfs-export are all inclusions, 
the body specification of the APSl-module is the set-theoretic union of the APS- 
body and the PFS-body. 
4.11. DEFINITION (union of modules with shared submodule). Let 
MODO= (PARO, EXPO, IMPO, BODO) be a submodule specification of 
MODj= (PARj, EXPj, IMPj, BODj) for j= 1,2 with corresponding injective 
morphisms mj, : PAR0 + PARj,. mj,: EXPO + EXPj, mj,: IMP0 + IMPj and 
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mj,: BODO -+ BODj. The union of MOD1 and MOD2 with shared module MODO, 
denoted by MOD1 +MoDo MOD2 is the module specifcation MOD3 = (PAR3, 
EXP3, IMP3, BOD3), where each of its constituent parts is given as the pushout of 
the corresponding specifications in MODj as in Fig. 2. The broken lines represent 
the pushout constructions of the specification of MOD3. To define the specification 
morphisms e3, i3, ~3, and ~3, notice that, since MOD0 is a submodule specification 
of MODj, PAR0 -+ PARj + EXPj = PAR0 + EXPO + EXPj for j= 1,2 and thus 
PAR0 -+ PAR1 + EXPl + EXP3 = PAR0 + EXPO + EXPl + EXP3 
= PAR0 + EXPO -+ EXP2 -+ EXP3 = PAR0 --) PAR2 + EXP2 + EXP3. 
By the universal property of pushouts (see Sect. 2), there exists a unique 
specification morphism e3: PAR3 --) EXP3 such that PARj --) PAR3 + EXP3 = 
PARj-+ EXPj --) EXP3 for j= 1,2. A similar argument defines i3, ~3, and u3 uni- 
quely. The syntactical condition u3 . e3 = s3 . i3 of 2.1 is a consequence of the 
equalities PARj + PAR3 + EXP3 + BOD3 = PARj + PAR3 + IMP3 + BOD3 for 
j= 1,2, and the uniqueness of the specification morphism PAR3 + BOD3 induced 
by the universal property of PAR3. 
Remarks. If the two modules share only a subparameter part PAR0 then we can 
take PAR0 = EXPO = IMP0 = BODO and the union MOD1 + MoDO MOD2 is equal 
to the union MOD1 +pARo MOD2 given in 4.9. If only part of the export interface 
(and, therefore, of the body) is shared, we can take PAR0 = IMP0 = 0 and 
PAR0 
/' 
b EXPO 
.' 1 y 
,' . 
b' 
-. 
-\ 
PAR1 
-. 
d EXPI -. 
1 '-, \\ ;>A,, ] ",.,, &X,2 
I 
\ , ‘\ &’ 
PAR3 - I I ;>,,f’ I I 
/' 
IMP0 - - 
).' 
'\ \ \ 
IMP1 
\ . . 
'. '4 
W BODO 
\ , IMP2 . . . \ I 
' '4 
\ 
‘4 
-b BODZ 
/ 
.' 
I 
IMP3 b BOD3 
FIGURE 2 
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EXPO = BODO, and similarly, if only part of the import interface is shared. Finally, 
if every specification of MOD0 is the empty one, we obtain the case of disjoint 
union. 
The union module MOD1 + MoDO MOD2 also satisfies the general assumptions 
of 2.5. We prove this in the next theorem, along with an explicit construction of the 
semantics of MOD3 in terms of those of MODl, MOD2, and MODO. 
4.12. THEOREM (semantics of union with shared submodule). The semantics 
SEM3 of the module specification MOD1 +MoD,, MOD2 is uniquely defined by the 
amalgamated sum of functors (see Remark below) SEM3 = SEMl +sEMo SEM2. 
Remark. Each IMP3-algebra A3 can be uniquely represented as A3 = 
Al +ao A2 with IMPi-algebras Ai, for i= 0, 1, 2 (see 4.8.2) and therefore we can 
define SEMl + sEM,, SEM2 on IMP3-algebras as 
(SEMI +SEMO SEM2)(Al +ao A2) = SEMl(A1) +SEMO(AO) SEM2(A2). 
Similarly for IMP3-morphisms. 
Proof of’4.12. First we show that 
that is, that for Bj in Alg(BODj), V,,(Bl +ao B2) = l’,,(Bl) + VtiCBO) VJB2). Since 
MOD0 is a submodule specification of MODj, V,,(BO) = Vm,,( V,(Bj)) and hence 
(Vu,(BI +Bo B2)),,,= ((Bl +Bo B2),x,,),,pj= V,(BJ’). 
By the uniqueness of the amalgamated sum (4.8), (*) is established. 
Now define FREE3:Alg(IMP3) + Alg(BOD3) by FREE3(Zl +,. 12) = 
FREEl(Z1) +FREEOC,O) FREE2(12) and let f3 =fl +fo f 2: Zl +,o 12 + 
Vs/,,(Bl) + Vet V,,( B2) be an IMP3-morphism. Since FREEj is a free functor, there 
exists a unique BODj-morphism gj: FREE(Zj) -+ Bj making the diagram 
commute. Then the BOD3-morphism gl +@ g2 is the unique one satisfying 
f3~~~+,0~2~=cI/,,~~~+,~2~1~~~+~0 u2)(Zl+ ,oZ2). This means that FREE3 is 
the free functor associated with ~3. Furthermore, FREE3 is strongly persistent since 
I’,,(FREEl(Zl) + FREEO(,O)FREEWW = VsdFREEUZl))+ Y~O(FREEO(IO))V,~(FREE~(Z~)) 
= Zl +,. 12, since the FREEj, j = 0, 1, 2, are strongly persistent. 
Finally, SEM3 = V,, .FREE3 = (I/,, + y14 V,,) . (FREE1 +FREEo FREEZ) = 
I’,, . FREE1 + Vw FREEO V,, . FREE2 = SEMl +srMo SEM2. 
571/34/2-3-12 
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4.13. THEOREM (restricted semantics of union). The restricted semantics RSEM3 
Of MOD1 +MODO MOD2 is uniquely defined by RSEM3 = RSEMl +RsEMo RSEM2. 
(See Remark in 4.12). 
Proof It s&ices to show that 
RESTR,, = RESTR,, +REsTRd RESTR,,. 
First notice that, for E, in Alg(EXPj) and Oj= RESTR,(Ej), j= 0, 1, 2, we have 
Dl +ooD2cEl +EOE2 and V,,(Dl +Do02) = V,r(Dl)+,,,,, V,,(D2) = 
V,,(El +Eo E2) and hence by 2.4.2, 
RESTR,,(El +EO E2)cDl -too 02. (1) 
On the other hand, if we let, by 4.8.2, RESTR,(El +EO E2) = El’fEo, E2’ 
with Ej’ E Alg(EXPj), then, by 2.4.2, we have El ’ + EOZ E2’ c El + E. E2 and 
V,,(El +Eo E2) = V,j(E1’+.o. E2’). Then, using 4.8, Ej’c Ej and, by the 
equivalent for ej of (*) in 4.12, VJEj’) = VJ Ej) for j = 0, 1, 2. By 2.4.2, Dj c Ej’ 
and therefore 
Dl+,,D2cEl’+,.E2’. 
Combining (1) and (2). We obtain 
RESTR,,(El +EO E2) = RESTR,,(El) +RES,-Rd,(EO) RESTR,,(E2). 
(2) 
5. AN ADA VERSION OF THE AIRPORT SCHEDULE SYSTEM 
As indicated in Section 1, the algebraic module concepts developed in this paper 
are motivated in part by the modular concepts in proposed or actual programming 
languages (e.g., CLU, Modula, Ada). Although a certain amount of algebra may, in 
turn, have motivated the designers of such languages (e.g., the notion of abstract 
data type as an algebra specified by equational axioms), they have for the most part 
retained the characteristic inherited from their more conventional forebears (e.g., 
Algol and Pascal), which are procedural rather than algebraic. This may be 
justified, since most programming languages are regarded as notations prescribing 
instructions for execution by computers rather than as “specification” languages 
describing the structure of systems. Neverthless, the modularization of program- 
ming languages has an essential algebraic aspect, whether or not this appears 
explicitly in the particular syntax chosen. It was, in fact, the analysis of the package 
construct in Ada which suggested the union construct of our algebraic modules. 
Although abstraction usually leaves out some features which are essential, our 
algebraic abstract module concepts capture a surprisingly large portion of the Ada 
package constructs. In [4], a sketch of the relation between the algebraic modules 
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presented here and Ada packages was given. Further research on this relationship 
remains to be done. In this section, we give some idea of this relationship by 
presenting an Ada version of the airport-schedule system of Section 1. It can be 
argued that this example does not make a case for the algebraic approach to 
specification because it is not a complete practical system. However, it is a realistic 
example of a programming application which embodies many of the problems 
encountered in practice. (See 1.1 above.) The fact is that the algebraic specification 
given in 1.5 and 4.10 above and the Appendix corresponds quite closely to the Ada 
version using generic packages. Indeed, it was fairly straightforward to translate 
from the module specification to the Ada program. It is tempting to suggest that 
this may lead to a practical methodology of producing such programs. 
To transform the algebraic specification into an Ada program, one must take cer- 
tain correspondences. First, the modules FS, PS, and APS will correspond to three 
generic packages, called respectively FS, PS, and APS. (The reader who is not 
familiar with Ada packages should nevertheless be able to understand the APS 
package given here and the packages FS and PS given in the Appendix because 
they resemble their module specifications quite closely, as indicated by the com- 
ments in these units.) The structure of the system as the composition of APS with 
the union of FS and PS is realized in Ada by the Ada context clause construct. (See 
[4] for other ways to realize composition and union in Ada.) Thus, we write 
“with FS, PS” preceding the specification-part of the APS package. This requires 
that FS, PS, and APS be compilation units of an Ada program (outermost units 
rather than inner units), but it allows each package to stand alone and to be writ- 
ten quite independently of each other. Indeed, FS and PS can be written by dif- 
ferent programmers with no communication at all, while the programmer of APS 
must communicate with each of the others to agree on names of the common 
import-export interface operations. Even this could be avoided temporarily by later 
writing a renaming declaration (see 8.5 in [l]), which, in effect, defines the 
morphism hl of the composition. We shall not do this in this example, since we 
already have given a specification of these packages in the form of modules which 
provide names for the imported and exported operations. We note that the user of 
APS must write his own package, USER say, which has a “with clause” of the form 
“with APS.” This affects the composition of USER and APS. In USER, there would 
be an instantiation of APS with actual parameters replacing the formal-type 
parameters. This corresponds to the actualization of APS explained in previous sec- 
tions. The actual parameters are also passed to instantiations of FS and PS that are 
placed in the private part of package APS to complete the process of the com- 
position of APS with FS and PS. This is required to allow the exported operations 
of FS and PS to actually be imported in APS. Notice that these instantiation 
statements (see the first two statements in the private part of APS given below) 
cause the formal parameters denoting types in APS to be passed to the formal-type 
parameters in FS and PS. Thus, these instantiations correspond to the rest of the 
morphism h which performs the composition of APS with FS + PS, since they 
match the parameters of APS with those of FS + PS: 
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with FS, PS; -import interface 
generic -parameter part is included in 
type FNO is private; -import and export 
type DEST is private; 
type DEP is private; 
type PNO is private; 
type TYP is private; 
type NO-S is private; 
package APS is -export interface 
type- APSCH is private; 
function CREATE return APSCH; 
function SCHEDULE(FN:FNO, DS:DEST, DT:DEP, PN:PNO, T:TYP, 
N:NO-S, APS:APSCH)return APSCH; 
function SEARCH(FN:FNO, APS:APSCH)return BOOLEAN; 
function GETDEST(FN:FNO, APS:APSCH) return DEST; 
function CANCEL (FN:FNO, APS:APSCH) return APSCH; 
function CHANGE(FN:FNO, DT:DEP, APS:APSCH) return APSCH; 
private 
package FSl is new FS(FN0, DEST, DEP); 
package PS 1 is new PS(PN0, TYP, NO-S); 
use FSl, PSI; 
type APSCH IS 
record 
PART1 : FLTSCH; 
PART2 : PLSCH; 
end record; 
end APS; 
package body APS is 
function TUP(FS:FLTSCH, PL:PLSCH) return APSCH is 
APS:APSCH; 
begin 
APS.PARTl := FS; 
APS.PART2 := PL; 
return APS; 
end TUP; 
function CREATE return APSCH is 
APS: APSCH; 
begin 
APS := TUP(CREATE-FS, CREATE-PS); 
return APS; 
end CREATE; 
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function SCHEDULE(FN:FNO, DS:DEST, DT:DEP, PN:PNO, T:TYP, 
N:NOS, APS:APSCH)return APSCH; 
APS 1 :APSCH; 
begin 
if SEARCH-FS(FN, APS.PARTl) or SEARCH-PS(PN, APS.PART2) 
then APSl := APS; 
else APSl := TUP(ADD(FN, DEST, DT, APS.PARTl), 
RESERVE(PN,T,N,APS.PART2)); 
end if; 
return APSl; 
end SCHEDULE; 
function SEARCH (FN:FNO, APS:APSCH,) return BOOLEAN is 
BOOL:BOOLEAN; 
begin 
BOOL := SEARCH-FS(FN, APS.PARTl); 
return BOOL; 
end SEARCH; 
function GETDEST(FN:FNO, APS:APSCH) return DEST is 
DESTl :DEST; 
begin 
DESTl := RETURN-DEST(FN, APSPARTl); 
return DESTl; 
end GETDEST; 
function CHANGE(FN:FNO,DT:DEP,APS:APSCH) return APSCH is 
APSl :APSCH; 
begin 
APSl :=TUP(CHANGE-FS(FN,DT,APS.PARTl), 
APS.PART2); 
return APSl; 
end CHANGE; 
function CANCEL(FN:FNO, APS:APSCH) return APSCH is 
APS 1 :APSCH; 
begin 
if APS.PARTl = CREATE-FS and APS.PART2 = CREATE-PS 
then APSl := APS; else if FIRST-EL(TOP(APS.PARTl)) = FN 
then APSl := TUP(POP(APS.PARTl), POP(APS.PART2)); 
else APSl := SCHEDULE(TOP(APS.PARTl), TOP(APS.PART2), 
CANCEL(FN, TUP(POP(APS.PARTl), 
POP(APS.PART2))); 
end if; 
return APSl; 
end CANCEL; 
end APS; 
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6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
In this section, we will mention some of the problems that are currently under 
investigation and some preliminary results on the basic module interconnections 
and their compatiblity (6.1, 6.2). We then discuss some limitations of the module 
specification concept presented in this paper and some suitable extensions to over- 
come these limitations (6.3-6.6). We conclude the section by briefly mentioning 
loose module specifications (6.7) in the context of stepwise development of modular 
systems and specification languages (6.8). The full theory of this section will be 
presented in forthcoming papers. 
6.1. Actualization, Extension, and Recursion 
In Section 3, we introduced the basic definition of actualization, both in the stan- 
dard and in the more general parameterized case. The semantics of the (standard) 
actualized module specification act,(ACTl, MOD) was shown to be uniquely 
characterized by two functorial equations (Theorem 3.5 in [ 141) and, subsequently, 
explicitly defined as the amalgamated sum of the semantics SEM of the original 
module MOD and the identity functor on ACTl-algebras for both the standard 
and parameterized case. The same holds for the restricted semantics of 
parameterized actualization [24], provided that the passing morphism is parameter 
consistent. It is possible to characterize the restricted semantics of the actualized 
module in terms of those of the original module and of the parameterized 
specification when the passing morphism is not parameter consistent, provided that 
constraints are included [IO]. 
The extension construction ext,(MOD) also needs further investigation. The 
assumption, in 4.4, that the morphisms i and v of MOD are inclusions could be 
relaxed, as could the assumption on E to allow a union, other than disjoint, in 
defining the new interfaces and the new body. Conditions on the extending part E 
are also needed to guarantee the syntactical conditions of 4.4 and the strong per- 
sistency of the induced free functor FREE1 of ext,(MOD). 
The recursive definition of module specifications seems to be another important 
construction. As allowed in Ada [4], consider two module specifications MOD1 
and MOD2 where each of them imports some of the sorts and operations of the 
export interface of the other module. The combined module specification MOD 
would have as interfaces an appropriate union of part of the interfaces of MOD1 
and MOD2 and as body a union of BODl and BOD2. We have some preliminary 
results on some conditions on the well-definedness of MOD and connections 
between the semantics of MOD and those of MOD1 and MOD2, but more work is 
needed in this direction. 
6.2. Compatibility of the Basic Constructions 
One of the major desirable properties of a modular approach to the stepwise 
development of software systems is the compatibility of its constructing operations. 
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It is important that the modularized specification of a system be independent of the 
order in which the operators used to build larger modules from smaller ones are 
carried out, provided that the interconnections are preserved. This can be guaran- 
teed if any two constructors are mutually compatible. The compatibility of com- 
position with standard actualization has been shown in [14], while preliminary 
results on the compatibility of union and actualization are contained in [24]. A 
more comprehensive and uniform treatment, including their compatibility with the 
notion of submodule is in [25]. The compatibility of union and composition seems 
to be the most involved. The distributivity of composition over union on the left 
behaves as expected. It guarantees that the composition of the union 
MOD1 + MoDO MOD2 with MOD3 by matching IMP1 +iMPO IMP2 with EXP3 
can also be obtained as the union of the compositions MOD1 . MOD3 and 
MOD2. MOD3 with respect to MOD0 * MOD3 (using appropriate interface 
morphisms). The right distributivity, which attempts to decompose 
MOD. (MOD1 +MoDo MOD2), requires that the import of MOD is matched with 
the export of MODO. An interesting symmetric distributivity, of which the one- 
sided ones are a special case, is shown in [ 111. 
6.3. Limit&ions of the Basic Concept and Further Extensions 
The basic concept of module specifications presented in Section 2 allows only 
equational or universal Horn specifications for the parameter, export and import 
interfaces, and the body. First of all, positive conditional equational specifications 
could be generalized to liberal institutions, i.e., institutions with free constructions 
(see [ 171). This seems to be sufficient for the body, which is the constructive part 
of the module specification, but for parameter and interfaces it is desirable to 
express properties of admissable algebras using more general logical formalisms. In 
particular, we would like to use initiality, or at least generating constraints, for con- 
stant subspecifications like bool, int, or nat (algebraic constraints) and first-order 
logical formulas to express properties of the operations (logical constraints). In 
several applications, the free functor FREE:Alg(IMP) + Alg(BOD) is not strongly 
persistent on all IMP-algebras, but only on those satisfying the algebraic con- 
straints. We have assumed strong persistency as a general assumption in 2.5, but it 
is sufficient to have strong persistency or persistency for a constrained subclass of 
IMP-algebras (see [S, 211). 
For the export interface, we are not able, in general, to specify the properties of 
the export operations using equations only, because of the hidden function problem 
(see [2]). But the user of the module would like to have as much information 
about the module as possible. Since the user has only access to the interfaces, this 
information can be provided in the interface specifications using logical formulas or 
logical constraints. This motivates the study of module specifications with con- 
straints for the interface specifications and, hence, also for their common parameter 
part (see 6.4). Having formulated constraints for import and export interfaces, we 
need that the semantics of the module be compatible with these constraints; i.e., 
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constrained import algebras are transformed into constrained export algebras 
(correctness). 
6.4, Module Specifications with Constraints 
Let CP (resp. CE, CI) be a set of constraints on PAR (resp., EXP, IMP) in the 
sense of requirements defined in [S], i.e., all algebras satisfying CP (resp. CE, CI) 
define a subclass Alg(CPAR) (resp. Alg(CEXP), Alg(CIMP)) of Alg(PAR) (resp. 
Alg(EXP), Alg(IMP)). 
A module specification with constraints CMOD is given by 
(PAR,CP) C (EXPCE) 
4 I 
” zx 
(IMPCI) 7 BOD 
where e, s, i, u are specification morphisms as in 2.1. 
The module specification CMOD is called correct if we have 
(1) SEM(Alg(CIMP)) c Alg(CEXP) 
(2) e and i are consistent, 
where a specification morphismf:(SPECl, Cl) + (SPEC2,C2) is called consistent if 
VdAlg(CSPEC2)) c Alg(CSPEC1). 
CMOD is called R-correct if (1) is replaced by 
RSEM(Alg(CIMP)) c Alg(CEXP). (1’) 
Correctness implies R-correctness if the restriction functor RESTR preserves the 
export constraints CE, i.e., RESTR(Alg(CEXP)) c Alg(CEXP). 
6.5. Module Speclyications as Implementations 
A module specification CMOD = ((PAR,CP), (EXP,CE), (IMP,CI), BOD) can 
be considered as an implementation of (EXP,CI) by (IMP,CI), where EXP and 
IMP are loose specifications, with constraints CE and CI, and PAR, with con- 
straint CP, is the common parameter of EXP and IMP. 
This concept is very similar to that of parameterized implementations in the sense 
of [12], where SPECO, SPECl, SPEC, and IDIMPL correspond to EXP, IMP, 
PAR, and BOD. The R-correctness of CMOD corresponds to IR-correctness of the 
implementation if CE and CI are chosen such that Alg(CEXP) and Alg(CIMP) are 
the classes of freely generated EXP- and IMP-algebras over PAR, respectively. A 
suitable choice of constraints should also allow to formulate RI-correctness. 
To formulate the other correctness condition for implementations, called OP- 
completeness in [ 121, we have to consider module specifications with constructors. 
Constructors may be designated as a subclass of BOD-operations corresponding to 
sort implementing operations in [12]. 
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An additional correctness condition for module specifications, called com- 
pleteness, should require that each EXP-term with variables in sorts of PAR can be 
reduced to IMP-terms which may be rooted by constructors. We would have to 
show that completeness is preserved under composition and actualization, where 
composition and actualization are endowed with induced constructors. This would 
be part of the compatibility of parameter passing and implementation as discussed 
in [12], another part concerning consistency will be discussed in the following. 
6.6. Correctness of the Basic Constructions 
In order to show that composition, union, and actualization of correct or 
R-correct modules yields a correct or R-correct module, we need to endow the 
specifications of the resulting new module with constraints for the parameter part 
and the interfaces. This corresponds to defining induced constraints for pullback 
and pushout constructions. 
Consider the diagram 
(SPECl,Cl) ’ + (SPEC2,C2) 
h 
I I 
k 
(SPEC3,C3) g b (SPEC4,C4) 
Pullback. Given C2, C3, and C4, define Cl by 
Alg(CSPEC1) = Q(Alg(CSPEC2)) u V,(Alg(CSPEC3)) 
Pushout. Given Cl, C2, and C3, define C4 by 
Alg(CSPEC4) = I’,- ‘(Alg(CSPEC2)) n I’;‘(Alg(CSPEC3)). 
These definitions guarantee that f and h (for p.b.) or g and k (for p.o.) become con- 
sistent. 
It is also reasonable to assume that the parameter passing morphisms, in the case 
of actualization; the interface morphisms, in the case of composition; and the 
injective specification morphisms, in the case of union, are consistent. Then the 
constructions of actualization, composition, and union given in Section 3 and 4 
can be extended to module specifications with constraints to preserve correctness 
and R-correctness. For technical reasons, it may be useful to provide the body 
of a module specification with constraints CB defining a class 
Alg(CBOD) = FREE(Alg(CIMP)). By strong persistency of FREE, this implies 
that s is consistent and the correctness of CMOD reduces to the consistency of u. 
6.1. Loose Module Specifications 
A module specification without body can be considered as a loose module 
specification, because we still have a (perhaps empty) set of choices to realize the 
body: 
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PAR - EXP 
I 
IMP 
The semantics is given as the pair of loose parameterized semantics of (PAR,EXP) 
and (PARJMP). 
A loose module specification corresponds to a requirement specification, 
especially in the case with constraints. The design specification is given by a body 
BOD such that MOD = (PAR,EXP,IMP,BOD) is correct. 
A requirement specification of a modular system can be given by a number of 
loose module specifications with consistent parameter passing morphisms. Com- 
position can be defined by 
PAR3 - PAR1 - EXPl = EXP3 
I ’ PB IMP1
I lh 
PAR2 - EXP2 
1 
IMP2 = IMP3 
Similar definitions can be given for union and actualization. 
6.8. Speclyication Languages 
An important open problem is to develop a suitable specification language for the 
construction and combination of module specifications. The formal algebraic 
specification language could be an extension of ACT ONE [9, 141, where the basic 
notion of parameterized specifications in [3] is replaced by the notion of module 
specification as the basic language concept. This study will include a comparison 
with the modularized specifications in Larch [16]. 
APPENDIX 
1. Algebraic Specification of the G-Module 
fs-parameter = boo1 + 
sorts: f#, dest, st-t 
opns: EQ: f# f# + boo1 
NO-DEST: + dest 
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fs-export-interface = fs-parameter + 
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sort: fs 
opns: CREATE-FS: + fs 
ADD: f# dest stt fs + fs 
SEARCH-FS: f# fs + boo1 
RETURN-DEST: f # fs -+ dest 
CANCEL-FS: f# fs + fs 
CHANGE-FS: f# st-t fs --) fs 
fs-import-interface = fs-parameter 
fs-body = fs-export interface + 
opns: 0: -+ fs 
TAB: f# dest stt fs +fs 
eqns: CREATE-FS = 0 
ADD(F#, DEST, ST-T, 0) = TAB(F#, DEST, ST-T, 0) 
ADD(F# 1, DESTl, ST-Tl, TAB(F#, DEST, ST-T, FS))= 
$EQ(F#l, F#) 
then TAB(F #, DEST, ST-T, FS) 
else TAB(F#, DEST, ST-T, ADD(F# 1, DESTl, ST-Tl, FS)) 
SEARCH-FS(F #, 0) = FALSE 
SEARCH-FS(F # 1, TAB(F #, DEST, ST-T, FS)) = 
ifEQ(F#L F#) 
then TRUE 
else SEARCH-FS(F # 1, FS) 
RETURN-DEST(F # , 0) = NO-DEST 
RETURN-DEST( F # 1, TAB( F # , DEST, ST-T, FS)) = 
ifEQ(F#l,F#) 
then DEST 
else RETURN-DEST( F # 1, FS) 
CANCEL-FS( F # , 0) = 0 
CANCEL-FS(F # 1, TAB(F # , DEST, ST-T, FS)) = 
ifEQ(F#L F#) 
then FS 
else TAB(F #, DEST, ST-T, CANCEL-FS(F # 1, FS)) 
CHANGE-FS(F #, ST-T, 0) = 0 
CHANGE-FS(F# 1, ST-Tl, TAB(F#, DEST, ST-T, FS)) = 
ifEQ(F#l, F#) 
then TAB(F#, DEST, ST-Tl, FS) 
else TAB(F#, DEST, ST-T, CHANGE-FS(F#l, ST-Tl, FS)) 
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2. Algebraic Speclyication of the Wmodule 
ps-parameter = boo1 + 
sorts: p#, type, no-s 
opns: EQ: p# p# +bool 
ps-export interface = ps-parameter + 
sorts: ps 
opns: CREATE-PS: -+ ps 
RESERVE: p# type no-s ps -+ ps 
SEARCH-PS: p# ps + boo1 
CANCEL-PS: p# ps -+ ps 
ps-import interface = ps-parameter 
ps-body = ps-export interface + 
opns: 0: --) ps 
TAB: p# type no-s ps + ps 
eqns: CREATE-PS = 0 
RESERVE(P#, TYPE, NoS, 0) = TAB(P#, TYPE, NoS, 0) 
RESERVE(P# 1, TYPEi, NoSl, TAB(P#, TYPE, NoS, PS)) = 
ifEQ(P#l, P#) 
then TAB(P #, TYPE, NoS, PS) 
else TAB(P#, TYPE, NO& RESERVE(P#l, TYPEl, NoSl, PS)) 
SEARCH-PS( P #, 0) = FALSE 
SEARCH-PS(P# 1, TAB(P#, TYPE, NoS, PS))= 
ifEQ(P# 1, P# ) 
then TRUE 
else SEARCH-PS(P# 1, PS) 
CANCEL-PS( P # , 0) = 0 
CANCEL-PS(P# 1, TAB(P#, TYPE, NoS, PS)) = 
fEQ(P# 1, P#) 
then PS 
else TAB(P # , TYPE, NoS, CANCEL-PS( P # 1, PS)) 
3. An Ada Version of the FS-Module 
with STACKS; 
generic 
-a stacks generic package not given here 
type FNO is private; type DEST is private; type DEP is private; 
package FS is 
type FLTSCH is private; 
function CREATE-FS return FLTSCH; 
function ADD(FN:FNO, DS:DEST,DT:DEP, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH; 
function SEARCH-FS(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return BOOLEAN; 
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function RETURN-DEST(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return DEST; 
function CANCEL-FS(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH; 
function CHANGE-FS(FN:FNO, DT:DEP, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH; 
type ITEM is record lST:FNO; 2ND:DEST; 3RD:DEP; end record; 
package STACK1 is new STACKS(ITEM); -import POP, PUSH, TOP, 
STACK 
type FLTSCH is new STACK(ITEM); -type derived from STACK in 
STACK 1 
end FS; 
package body FS is 
function FRST-EL(I:ITEM) return FNO is 
FIRST:FNO; 
begin FIRST := I.lST; return FIRST; end FRST-EL; 
function SEC-EL(I:ITEM) return DEST is 
SEC:DEST; 
begin SEC := 1.2ND; return SEC; end SEC-EL; 
function ADD(FN:FNO, DS:DEST, DT:DEP, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH is 
FS 1 :FLTSCH; 
begin 
if FS = EMPTY then FSl := PUSH(( 1ST + FN, 2ND + DS, 3RD --t DT), 
EMPTY); 
else if FN = FIRST-EL(TOP(FS)) then FSl := FS; else 
FSI := PUSH(TOP(FS), ADD(FN, DT, DS, POP(FS))); end it return 
FSl; 
end ADD; 
function SEARCH-FS(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return BOOLEAN; 
BOOL:BOOLEAN; 
begin 
if FS = EMPTY then BOOL := FALSE; 
else if FN = FIRST-EL(TOP(FS)) then BOOL := TRUE; 
else BOOL := SEARCH-FS(FN, POP(FS)); end if; 
return BOOL; 
end SEARCH-FS; 
function RETURN-DEST(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return DEST is 
DS:DEST; 
begin 
if FN = FIRST-EL(TOP(FS)) then DS =: SEC-EL(TOP(FS)); 
else DS := RETURN-DEST(POP(FS)); end if; 
end RETURN-DEST; 
function CANCEL-FS(FN:FNO, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH is 
FSl:FLTSCH: 
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begin 
if FS = EMPTY then FSl := EMPTY; 
else if FN = FIRST-EL(TOP(FS)) then FSl := POP(FS); 
else FSl := PUSH(TOP(FS), CANCEL-FS(FN, POP(FS)); end if; 
end CANCEL-FS; 
function CHANGE-FS(FN:FNO, DT:DEP, FS:FLTSCH) return FLTSCH is 
FSl :FLTSCH; T:ITEM; 
begin 
T := TOP(FS) 
if FS=EMPTY then FSl :=EMPTY; 
else if FN = T.iST then FSl := PUSH((FN, T.2ND, DT), POP(FS)); 
else FSl := PUSH(T, CHANGE-FS(FN, DT, POP(FS)); end if; 
end CHANGE-FS; 
end FS; 
4. An Ada Version of the PS-Module 
with STACKS; 
generic -parameter sorts; 
type PNO is private; type TYP is private; type NO-S is private; 
package PS is -export sorts and operations 
type PLSCH is private; 
function CREATE-PS return PLSCH; 
function RESERVE(PN:PNO, T:TYP, N:NO-S, PS:PLSCH) return PLSCH; 
function SEARCH-PS(PN:PNO, PS:PLSCH) return BOOLEAN; 
function CANCEL-PS(PN:PNO, PS:PLSCH) return PLSCH; 
type ITEM is record 1ST:PNO; 2ND:TYP; 3RD:NO-S; end record; 
package STACK2 is new STACKS(ITEM); -import POP, PUSH, TOP, 
STACK 
type PLSCH is new STACK(ITEM); -type derived from STACK in 
STACK2 
end PS; 
package body PS is 
function FRST-EL(I:ITEM) return PNO is 
FIRST:PNO 
begin FIRST := I.lST; return FIRST; end FRST-EL; 
function CREATE-PS return PLSCH is; 
PS:PLSCH 
begin PS := EMPTY; return PS; end CREATE-PS: 
function RESERVE(PN:PNO, T:TYP, N:NO-S, PS:PLSCH) return PLSCH is 
PS 1 :PLSCH; 
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begin 
if PS = EMPTY then PSl := PUSH(( 1ST + PN, 2ND + T, 3RD + N), 
EMPTY ); 
else if PN = FRST-EL(TPO(PS)) then PSl := PS; 
else PSl := PUSH(TOP(PS), RESERVE(PN, T, N, POP(PS))); 
return PSl; 
end RESERVE; 
function SEARCH-PS(PN:PNO, PS:PLSCH) return BOOLEAN is 
B:BOOLEAN; 
begin 
if PN = FRST-EL(TOP(PS)) then B := TRUE; 
else if PS = EMPTY then B := FALSE; 
else B := SEARCH-PS( PN, TOP( PS)); 
return B; 
end SEARCH-PS; 
function CANCEL-PS(PN:PNO, PS:PLSCH) return PLSCH is 
PS 1: PLSCH; 
begin 
if PS = EMPTY then PSl := EMPTY; 
else if PN = FRST-EL(TOP(PS)) then PSl := POP(PS); 
else PSl := PUSH(TOP(PS), CANCEGPS(PN, POP(PS))); 
return PSl; 
end C,4NCEL-PS; 
end PS; 
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